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From the Editor
A good spell of fine weather over the last couple of months
has produced a surge of very successful events and this
issue of AMN was unable to accommodate all of the reports
and photographs forwarded to me from all over the country.
It’s either a feast or a famine!
It will be old news when it’s published but I will carry over a
number of the reports to the February issue as there were a
number of events that still merit attention.
New Zealand modelling lost one of its best and most enthusiastic modellers with the passing of Paul Lagan. Perhaps not
well known to many modellers in Australia, Paul will be remembered by our older free flight enthusiasts for his performances here while serving with the RAAF which earned him
a place in the MAAA Hall of Fame.
This year was the Centenary of the signing of the Armistice
that ended WWI. Many clubs acknowledged this day with
appropriate events to recognise the service given by those
who fought in both World Wars and the sacrifice of those
who did not return.
My thanks to all who contributed to this issue and who will, I
hope, continue to contribute in the New Year.
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MONTY TYRRELL MEMORIAL SCALE RALLY
AT P&DARCS

On the Cover.
With the Evolution radial engine ticking over, Ian Waters’
1/3 scale Stearman floats in to a soft landing at P&DARCS.
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New Zealand modelling lost one of its prominent members with
the passing of Paul Lagan. While best known for his free flight
successes, Paul flew in all classes of aeromodelling, representing New Zealand internationally on many occasions, and in 1993
was awarded the FAI Alphonse Pernaud Diploma. Not only a
dedicated modeller, Paul also served in key administrative roles
in the NZMAA.
Born in 1941, Paul flew models from an early age with the Christchurch MAC and had a long career with the Air Force as an Avionics Engineer. No matter where his work took him aeromodelling remained an inseparable part of his life. A regular Nationals
and South Island competitor his record includes winning the National Champion of Champions award an outstanding eighteen
times.
Paul commenced International competition in 1965 with proxy
flown free flight models and from 1971 travelled to World Championships in Sweden, Spain, USA, Australia, Switzerland and
Israel, gaining high places in A2 glider and Wakefield. He won
many individual titles in Trans Tasman competition and represented New Zealand thirty-five times in these events.
Moving to the RAAF in Australia from 1980 until 1986 did not limit
his modelling activities and success in Australian and International competitions led, in 1989, to Paul being inducted into the Model Aeronautical Association of Australia ‘Hall of Fame’.

Paul Lagan

As an administrator it would be difficult to find a position or role
that Paul has not filled. Never one to seek the limelight, he saw
the real issues and got on with it. By his own admission he was
the gnome that got the work done, whether at club or international level. Paul helped with the establishment of two clubs as well
as the Free Flight of New Zealand Association. He twice served
as president on the South Island MAA and on two separate occasions as NZMAA Secretary.

1941 - 2018

Paul Lagan promoted and fostered participation in many aeromodelling codes, he was a Life Member of the Christchurch MAC
and the NZMAA and will be sadly missed by his wide range of
friends both local and world wide.
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Ringmaster Fly-a-Thon
2018
The Ringmaster Fly-A-Thon is a world wide event aimed at achieving
a maximum number of flights, each of a minimum of five laps, with
SATURDAY OCTOBER 6TH ‐ BENDIGO
Ringmaster models over a single weekend. The event is held in early
PILOT
MODEL
October and is open to any of the many versions of the Ringmaster
control line model.
BENDIGO RCAC.
Three models were flown by the Wicks brothers, Brian Deason, Les
Davis and Steve Davis. Together they managed 260 flights.

FLIGHTS

STEVE DAVIS

JUNIOR RINGMASTER ‐ OS FPS10

5

LES DAVIS

JUNIOR RINGMASTER ‐ OS FPS10

85

BRIAN DEASON

BABY RINGMASTER

100

WICKS BROS.

RINGMASTER

10

SUNDAY OCTOBER 7TH ‐ BENDIGO
PILOT
LES DAVIS

MODEL
JUNIOR RINGMASTER ‐ OS FPS10

TOTAL FLIGHTS

FLIGHTS
60

260
Les Davis

Les and his son Steve tried flying at night with a model equipped with
LED lighting but were defeated by the black, moonless night. Both
were affected by the lack of a ground reference, becoming disoriented
and suffering from vertigo. They each made five flights, fortunately
managing to land each time without damaging the model.

DONCASTER MAC.
A single Junior Ringmaster powered by an OS 15 was flown by three
pilots in Cliff McIver, Bruce Jenkin and David Singles. Using an engine
shut-off system they flew 460 flights over the two days without any
problems other than fatigue for the pilots.
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SATURDAY 6TH, SUNDAY 7TH OCTOBER ‐ DONCASTER
PILOT

MODEL

CLIFF MCIVER

JUNIOR RINGMASTER ‐ OS 15

BRUCE JENKINS

JUNIOR RINGMASTER ‐ OS 15

DAVID SINGLES

JUNIOR RINGMASTER ‐ OS 15

FLIGHTS

TOTAL FLIGHTS

460

Cliff McIver

KNOX MAC.
Trish Dwight brought her grandson Smith down to the field on
Sunday just on spec because he had expressed an interest in
model planes. Well an S1 is not usually the model you would
have your first flight with, however our illustrious president Reeve
Marsh thought, why not! Picture below is Smith holding Reeve’s
S1 after a successful first flight.
Steve Vallve

SATURDAY OCTOBER 6TH ‐ KNOX
PILOT

MODEL

FLIGHTS

REEVE MARSH

RINGMASTER S1 ‐ K&B STALLION 35

8

MICHAEL HANEY

RINGMASTER S1 ‐ OS LA 25

4

RON JONES

RINGMASTER S1 ‐ FOX 35

2

GRAHAME KEENE

RINGMASTER S1 ‐ OS LA 40

7

SUNDAY OCTOBER 7TH ‐ KNOX
PILOT

MODEL

FLIGHTS

LES VARGA

RINGMASTER S1 ‐ MERCO 29

5

NORM SKEEN

RINGMASTER S1 ‐ OS FP 20

1

MICHAEL HANEY

RINGMASTER S1 ‐ OS LA 25

4

STEVE VALLVE

BABY RINGMASTER ‐ ENYA 15 III

1

DAVID NOBES

RINGMASTER S1 ‐ FOX 35

1

REEVE MARSH

RINGMASTER S1 ‐ K&B STALLION 35

9

GARY WHITBOURN

W’SON RINGMASTER ‐ TAIPAN 2.5

5

FRANK GRASSHAM

JUNIOR RINGMASTER ‐ OS FP 15

2

KEN MAIER

RINGMASTER S1 ‐ K&B 40

4

LES VARGA

W’SON RINGMASTER ‐ BRODAK 25

1

SUNDAY OCTOBER 7TH ‐ MOE
PILOT

MODEL

FLIGHTS

JOHN GOODGE

RINGMASTER S1 ‐ K&B TORPEDO 40

6

GRAEME KEENE

RINGMASTER S1 ‐ OS LA 40

6

RON JONES

RINGMASTER S1 ‐ FOX 35

2

NEIL WILSON

RINGMASTER S1 ‐ OS LA 40

1

TOTAL FLIGHTS
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KU‐RING‐GAI MFC.
Saturday 6 October 2018 ended the severe drought we have experienced in our area and no flying was possible at the usual KMFC field
because of the severe rain storm and strong wind. Our alternate field,
the Gosford City Aeromodellers Club at Moss Field on the top of Mangrove Mountain was just possible for the brave souls who flew in the
lighter showers, using umbrellas, between the very heavy rain storms.

Ten pilots, including one junior and one beginner, started flying with
five models at about 8:00 am and finished about 2:00 pm. The heavy
rain caused minor flooding but a small, slightly higher area remained
suitable as a take-of site.
An excellent BBQ lunch was provided by the club for the twenty or so
spectators and non-control line fliers
We were keen, but the horrible weather kept most out of the sky.
Hopefully the weather next year will be kinder.
Dennis Percival
SATURDAY OCTOBER 6TH ‐ KU‐RING‐GAI
PILOT

MODEL

FLIGHTS

JIM BURROWS

RINGMASTER S1 ‐ ENYA 19

6

BOB FRANKEL

RINGMASTER S1 ‐ OS LA 25

7

TONY BONELLO

RINGMASTER S1

3

WILL BYRNE (junior)

RINGMASTER S1 ‐ OS 25

2

JAZ COOPER (beginner) RINGMASTER S1

1

DENNIS PERCIVAL

RINGMASTER S1 ‐ FOX 35

1

COL WARDROP

RINGMASTER S1

1

WAYNE FISHER

RINGMASTER S1

3

PHIL POOLE

RINGMASTER S1

2

BOB FISHER

RINGMASTER S1 ‐ GRP 15

1

TOTAL FLIGHTS
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AUSTRALIAN PRECISION AEROBATICS
2018 CHAMPIONSHIP

The venue for one of only two events the APA runs annually was Albury’s Twin Cities Model Aero Club, a magnificent venue for any
event! This was my second year of entering the APA champs and
unlike last year I was the sole representative in Sportsman. My model
this year was a CM Pro LEO.

The model was tethered to his battery box which I guess prevented it
being lifted high and causing more extensive damage. A similar thing
happened to another model about twenty feet away that escaped
without damage. Russel’s model had a broken rudder hinge that ruled
it out for flying but Norm Morrish came to Russel’s aid offering him the
use of his Acuracy bipe for the competition.
The quick turnaround time of flights saw us get through eighty-four
flights by 5:30pm. Sportsman and Advanced flew four rounds each,
Expert and F3A flew two rounds. Scott Kay then put his Skybolt
through its paces. Only recently completed, the model is still being set
up for competition.

Bill Wheeler’s $250 CM Pro “ Leo” aerobatic model.

Somewhat old by today’s standards I bought it from RC Trader NIB for
$250 (I actually bought two both NIB) I think originally the model is
build to hold a 120FS but I was encouraged to use an 8S set-up that
I’d had in my Wind S at the previous APA Masters and World Cup
Scott Kay’s new “Skybolt”.
event in Sydney last year. Why wasn’t it still in the Wind S? That’s
another story. The LEO is slightly heavy so the manoeuvres aren’t as Sunday dawned completely overcast but warm. Picking up from where
we left off Saturday, Expert started their rounds three and four at
large as you see in the higher classes. It does the complete Sportsman schedule with ease but would struggle with the Advanced class. 8:45am. Shortly after the sky began to clear and the wind picked up,
coming straight down the runway at a higher velocity than Saturday.
The event this year attracted twenty-one entrants from Victoria, NSW Expert and F3A completed their last two rounds and the competition
was finished at 2:00pm.
and Tasmania. With me being the only entry in Sportsman, we had
three in Advanced, six in Expert and eleven in F3A the top class.
I could not end this report without a very special thank you to the
Twenty of the entrants were flying electric with only Scott Kay from
members of the TCMAC for their hospitality over the weekend, an
Tasmania flying i/c with his YS200 powered Xarltoo.
excellent job of catering for the entrants and the field was beautifully
Saturday dawned perfect with a slight crosswind straight at the pilots. prepared.
It did swing round during the morning but didn’t get any stronger. Jason Sparks, CD, organised the competition so that Sportsman and
Advanced started the day flying two rounds, followed by Expert for two
rounds then the F3A guys. If time permitted, Sportsman and Advanced would then fly two more rounds to complete the day.
The competition got underway at 9:15am with myself first up as the
only Sportsman entry, followed by the three entrants in Advanced.
With no break for lunch Expert and F3A worked in seamlessly, stopping only for a change in judges and an incident in the early afternoon
where a thermal lifted Russel Edwards’ model straight up off the
ground and flipped it over to land rudder first.

Rob Hulett on kitchen duty with Ken Osborne lurking in the background.
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RESULTS.
F3A
1. Dennis Travassaros (F3A winner is also APA Champion for 2018)
2. Russel Edwards
3. Geoff Healey
Expert
1. John Brann
2. Chris Henry
3. Phil Spence
Advanced
1. Warren Leach
2. Rob Hulett
3. Tony Sheppard
Sportsman
1. Bill Wheeler

It’s just one deep breath, ease off the throttle for the first 120 degrees,
hold down elevator and increase the throttle to climb back to the top.
Once you have done that a couple of times you’ll be comfortable with
all of the manoeuvres.
There is always plenty of help and advice available should you find
yourself a little lost. My son started flying aerobatics 2½ years ago
with an older design ‘Vanquish’ model that cost him $500. He has
been flying the same model through each class and is now earning
promotion points to move into the F3A class.

The scoring system. Without a doubt, the smoothness and number
of flights flown owes a lot to the newly developed Notaumatics scoring system. Initially developed in Europe by Roland Poidevin, it has
been promoted extensively by James McAllen of Queensland. First
used in Australia early last year it proved to be a huge success and all
states are now using the system with very good results.
Each class is set up as a separate competition with scores entered
into the judge’s tablets and transmitted to a Raspberry Pi (a small
Daniel Wheeler’s $500 “Vanquish” aerobatic model.
credit card sized computer). The CD and competitors can then log in
to the system and the Raspberry Pi’s IP address to see the scores in
Come and give it a go, each state has its own Association, contacts
all classes live as the judges confirm them. Enhancements are currently being developed in Australia and will be fed back to Europe for listed below.
Bill Wheeler
a system update.
QLD
NSW
VIC
TAS
SA
WA

Jeff Sampson
Felix Nieuwenhuizen
Rob Clarke
Scott Kay
Matthew Cosier
Colin Briede

jeff@jrscarpentry.com.au
felixnzen@gmail.com
rob.clarke@iinet.net.au
gocruzn@bigpond.com
mtcosier1@bigpond.com
colin.briede@opms.com.au

Notaumatics scoring system in use.

The sales pitch. I would encourage all sport flyers to try aerobatic
competition flying. Flyers at any club field can be seen adding loops
and rolls to the flight of their sports model but formal competition has
given me a more disciplined approach to those manoeuvres and,
more importantly, the ability to get myself out of trouble when a flight
goes belly up as disorientation rears it’s head.
Victorian Precision Aerobatics run one-day competitions at local clubs
in Melbourne and in particular they hold training days at the Nepean
club at Rosebud where long time CD and F3A advocate Henry
Hutchinson organises training or competitions. The models used in
the Sportsman class need be nothing more than the sports models
most people fly at their club field. There is no set height at which
Sportsman flyers must perform their manoeuvres so you can stay two
mistakes high and get yourself out of trouble. The most unnerving
thing I found is pushing down elevator to perform an outside loop.
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Ben Goode from Tasmania flew an older design ‘Spark’ in F3A.

Durwin Darmaraj retrieves Henry Hutchinson’s ‘Cyclone’ .

Denis Travassaros’ F3A and Championship winning ‘Ascent’.

High capacity batteries have an arm/disarm safety connection.

Denis Travassaros was the winner in F3A.

Contra rotating prop drives are becoming popular.

TCMAC member Warren Leach was the winner in Advanced.

Bill Wheeler was the winner in Sportsman.

John Brann was the winner in Expert.

As the winner in F3A Denis Travassaros also became APA Champion for 2018.
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GREENSBOROUGH MAC
50TH ANNIVERSARY

The Greensborough MAC has been in existence for a long time and
this celebration was organised on the understanding that 2018 was
the 50th anniversary of the formation of the club. Subsequent information from several members of long standing indicated that the club
was first formed in 1966 so this is actually the 52nd anniversary and
the timing is a little late.
Regardless of the error the celebration went on in fine weather with a
southerly breeze blowing gently down the runway.
GMAC has progressed remarkably since the early days of a tin shed
for a clubroom and now boasts a modern brick clubhouse with full
amenities, an excellent outdoor BBQ facility and well tended N-S and
E-W runways. Housing development to the north on what was formerly farmland has placed some limits on flight operations and engine
noise but careful management of the situation has meant that these
are not too onerous.
Club membership stands at around 160 and activities include fixed
wing aircraft, helicopters and drones. On this special day there were
sixty-four cars in the carpark and sixty-seven fixed wing aircraft, four
helicopters and eight drones on the field.
Many of the models on display did not fly as it seems that a lot of folk
enjoyed the day as much for the conversation as for the flying.

The large covered pit area provides shade and shelter.
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Vaughan Humphries preparing his models.

Vaughan Humphries’ “Viper” electric ducted fan model.

GMAC secretary Stephen Axford’s “Avanti” electric ducted fan model.

A flock of Fokkers.

John Byrden’s antique Nieuport 9 was built by former GMAC member Joe
Matthews.

Graeme Anderson’s foam “Superman” is 1200mm long and has the face of his
grandson on the model.

Trevor Pugh’s Austar ARF “Corby Starlet”.

Russell Edwards gave a fine display of precision flying with his electric powered “Ascent” aerobatic model.
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Andrew Smallridge’s, Ivan Chiselett’s and Kevin Chiselett’s

CONVAIR B-36
The development of the Convair B-36 strategic bomber began in 1941 Corporation. A few days later, the Engineering Division at Wright
Field decided that Consolidated's six-engine design, with all engines
with the XB-36, which was intended to meet the strategic needs of
the US Army Air Forces, and later of the United States Air Force with on the trailing edge of the wing, was the best option for the aircraft.
The original design used vertical
its Strategic Air Command. In
stabilizers and rudders, similar
1948, the B-36 become a mainto those used in the B-24 Liberastay of the American nuclear
tor. By the time the first XB-36
deterrent. It underwent a numwas delivered, the design had
ber of design changes before
been changed to a huge single
being withdrawn from service in
vertical tail, and the wingspan
1959.
increased to 230 ft (70 m), an
unprecedented size.
In 1941, the fall of Britain to
a German invasion seemed
The second prototype, designatimminent. If the United States
ed YB-36, of which only a single
joined the war against the Axis
instance was built, was chosen
Powers, the fall of Britain would
as the production version in midleave no bases in Europe from
1945. Its new high-visibility
which the United States Army
cockpit and redesigned nose
Air Corps (AAC) could bomb
compartment became the standGermany. This possibility led
ard. Thanks to various design
AAC to seek a bomber of interimprovements, the YB-36 outcontinental range. On April 11,
performed the XB-36, eventually
1941 the AAC issued a design
reaching altitudes of 40,000 ft
competition for an aircraft with a
(12,000 m).
275 mph (445 km/h) cruising
speed, a service ceiling of
The B-36A included several of
45,000 ft (14,000 m), capable of
the new elements developed on
delivering 10,000 lb (4,500 kg)
the YB-36, including the domed
of bombs to targets 5,000 miles
canopy and the four-wheel main
(8,000 km) away. At the time,
landing gear (as opposed to the
these requirements far exceedsingle-wheel landing gear used
ed the best technology availaon the XB-36 and the YB-36). On April 8, 1948, a B-36A made a
ble.
6,922 mile (11,140 km) flight of 33 hours, shuttling between Fort
Worth and San Diego three times without landing, and carrying a
On November 1941, the United States Army Air Forces signed a
10,000 lb (4,500 kg) bomb load. In May, the same aircraft did a round
contract for two experimental aircraft under the designation XB-36,
based on design studies previously submitted by Consolidated Aircraft trip of 8,062 miles (12,970 km) lasting 33 hours.
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Beginning with the B-36D, Convair added a pair of General Electric
J47-19 jet engines suspended near the end of each wing; these were
also retrofitted to all extant B-36Bs. Consequently, the B-36 was configured to have ten engines, six radial propeller engines and four jet
engines, leading to the B-36 slogan of "six turnin' and four burnin' ".
The Model.
The genesis of building a model of the B-36 started after Ivan Chiselett, Andrew Smallridge and Paul Sommerville saw three of the remaining four B-36’s while on an aircraft museum trip in the US in
2011. The B-36 is just so big and impressive, especially the one at the
Pima Museum in Tucson.
After returning home they tossed around the idea of building a model
of a B-36. Ivan’s son Kevin got involved and they all thought it would
be good “idea” and a challenge. The size was determined to be 1/12
scale, as this was the largest size that could be fitted into Ivan’s model
trailer when dismantled. This would mean a model of about 6 m wing
span and a length of 4.1m. The fuselage diameter was to be about
340mm.
Kevin completed the design of the model in July 2012 with assistance
and input from Andrew. The “cutting files” were sent to Andrew at SC
Models who, from August 2012, carried out all of the laser cutting and
forwarded the parts to Ivan for construction of the model.
The fuselage was build using a “truss” box with the circular bulkheads
fitted around it. Holes for the aluminum wing tubes were located in the
fuselage sides. A 50mm aluminium tube was adopted for the main
wing spar, supplemented by a 25mm tube further out along the wing.

Unfortunately for him each of the six engine cowls are different due to
the swept and tapered wing so this made his job a big one.
The model has been finished since October 2017 but things such as
weather, holidays and sickness of team members delayed the first
flight until October 13th 2018. The test flight was done after a final
inspection by Giant Model inspector David Law who was also asked to
be the test pilot due to his immense experience. David was assisted
by Neil Addicott.

The “box” of the three fuselage sections together with a part of the horizontal
stabiliser.

Starboard wing and fuselage with formers fitted.

Some information about the model.
Modelled on the B-36 at the Pima Air & Space Museum, Tucson Arizona
Build Material - Plywood, balsa, fibreglass and G10 (fibreglass
sheet).
Fuselage - Balsa and fibreglass, Flying surfaces are covered with
G10.
Wingspan - 230” or 5.842m
Length - 162” or 4.110m
Mass - 65kgs with all batteries
Power - 6 x 4330 Motrolfly electric motors and speed controllers plus
4 x 70mm electric ducted fans.
Propellers - 16 x 10 Master Airscrews, left & right hand.
Batteries - 6 x 6S 6,000Mah Lipos, 4 x 3S 2,200 Lipos
Servos - 16 - most servos are Hitech 645.

The parts start to arrive.

It was necessary to have the two aluminium tubes overlapping due to
the sweep of the wings and the need to allow for the retracts.
Andrew designed and made the plugs and moulds for the jet pods,
cowls and glass work.

Laser cutting - SC Models.
Retracts - Air operation - Custom made by Century Jet.
Radio – 2 x JR Transmitters - 2 x receivers for primary flight controls,
1 receiver for flaps, bomb doors and bomb release.
Wheels – Main, two bogies each with 4 x 5 ” wheels
Time to assemble - Currently about 1½ hours, lots of bits and checks
to do.
Test Flight Pilots - David Law & Neil Addicott
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FIRST FLIGHT TEST
(Photographs by Andrew Mysliborski)

David Law was the test pilot and is seen with Neil Addicott checking the control
system prior to the first flight.

A smooth take-off with ample power available from the electric drives.

Andrew Smallridge and Ivan Chiselett with their B-36 prior to the first flight.

A couple of circuits were flown with the undercarriage down while the model
was trimmed.

Australian Model News
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DOUG’S DAY
at
KNOX MAC

This event was initiated by the late Doug Grinham to encourage the
building and flying of vintage, Australian designed, control line aircraft.
Unfortunately, it is becoming more difficult to attract Aussie designed
vintage models and their vintage pilots to compete. As a consequence
all comers were welcomed this year but, while a reasonable number
of models were presented, only five were prepared to fly.
I have been doing some recent control line flying with David Nobes’
“Sukhoi 26” and decided to again try my hand in an aerobatic competition. This has been a recurring event over the years as I started control line flying in the late 1940’s and early 1950’s, with a break until the
late 1960’s when I taught two of my children to fly. A much longer
break until the early1990’s saw me flying for a couple of years in Vintage and Classic stunt and now, about 20 years further on, in 2018, I
have started again.
It’s like riding a bicycle—once you learn you never forget— and the
only question is whether at 85 years of age one can keep balanced as
the model goes round and round and over the top. All is well so far
and I haven’t yet bent a model which is good because they have all
been David’s aircraft that I have been entrusted to fly.

John Goodge receiving the Doug Grinham Trophy from Knox MAC president
Reeve Marsh.
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In the pits and ready to fly.

David Nobes and Robin Hiern were in the judges’ chairs for the day.

Derek Pickard’s “All Australian Mk.II” placed second.

Not strictly within the rules I flew David Nobes’ very nimble “Sukhoi 26”.

Dave Lacey brought this new “Super Skylark” .

Graham Keene from Moe prepares his “Ringmaster”. John Goodge borrowed this model to win after a high speed crash with his own model.

Engine problems put Reeve Marsh out of contention with his Hearn’s Hobbies “Demon”.
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The Frog 500 in Dave Lacey’s Central Aircraft “Whirlwind” stopped early
on both flights.

Peter Byrne came down from Benalla with his Hearn’s Hobbies “Super
Skylark” but did not fly.

Gary Whitbourn’s Hearn’s Hobbies “All Australian Mk.I” did not fly.

Reeve Marsh flying his Hearn’s Hobbies “Demon” before engine problems
put him out of the competition..

A model of the Hearn’s Hobbies “Butch”.

Hearn’s Hobbies “Wirraway”.

Lunch time at Knox MAC.

Australian Model News
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TINGALPA DAWN PATROL

REMEMBRANCE DAY CENTENARY
11TH NOVEMBER 2018
The annual Tingalpa MAC Dawn Patrol assumed a greater significance this year with 2018 being the Centenary year for the November 1918 Armistice which signalled the cessation of WWI hostilities
and the end of what was, at that time, thought to be the ‘War to end
all Wars’. The Tingalpa members produced a fine display of WWI
aircraft to acknowledge this special occasion.

A Parkzone electric Albatros DVa.

Adrian Hellwig’s 1/5 scale BE2c.

John Bray’s 1/4 scale SE5a is from a Balsa USA kit.

Adrian Hellwig’s Parkzone electric Albatros DVa.
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Adrian Hellwig’s 1/4 scale Nieuport 28 built from a Proctor kit.

Will Sipma’s 1/3 scale scratch built Sopwith Pup.

Adrian Hellwig’s Parkzone electric SE5a.

Noel Wilson’s 1/3 scale Morane is built from a Balsa USA kit.

Richard Symes’ 1/4 scale Fokker DVII is built from a Balsa USA kit.

Ron Cavanagh’s 1/4 scale Nieuport 17 is from a Balsa USA kit.

Adrian Hellwig’s 1/4 scale Fokker DVIII is an Austar ARF.

Noel Stewart’s 1/3 scale Morane from a Balsa USA kit.
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SOUTH HUMMOCKS MAC

DAWN PATROL

11th NOVEMBER 2018
To celebrate the Centenary of the signing of the WWI Armistice on the
11th of November 1918 the South Hummocks Model Aircraft club and
the Scale Aircraft Society, supported by the MAAA and MASA, on
Sunday the 11th of November 2018 planned to pay tribute to those
who did not return from the Great War. The concept of the event, the
Dawn Patrol, was to put as many World War 1 aircraft into the sky as
the sun rose. Luck was on the organizer’s side as the 11th of November fell on a Sunday permitting the celebrations to be run over the
entire weekend and allowing the club camping facilities to be put to
good use. The organizing committee also planned to hold a formal
military mess dinner on the Saturday night.

The advance party arrived at the field on Tuesday the 6th of November
and visitors began to arrive on the following Thursday. It did not take
long for the flying field to resemble a popular caravan park. By Saturday most of the campers had arrived and were busily preparing the
models for the one-time event. Members from as far away as Alice
Springs, Victoria, Kangaroo Island and Ceduna were amongst the
attendees.

On Saturday a combat event was organized between Allied and German WWI fighters. Six members participated in this event with specially prepared WWI aircraft. The battle was fast and furious and the
Allies won the day.
The word soon spread throughout the model aircraft community and
the camping spaces were soon snapped up, a total of 34 caravans
plus tents and swags were soon booked. The formal dinner was limited to 40 members due to the size of the “Mess” room and all seats
were quickly taken. An empty table was set for the unknown soldier.

The winners of the event were 1st Place - Barry Handley (Skyhawks Model Aero Club)
2nd place - Ron Martin (Port Lincoln Model Aero Club)
3rd place -Paul Kumela (Noarlunga Model Aero Club).
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While all this was going on, others were busily preparing the Saturday At 11.00 am all flying ceased and an official Remembrance Day Service was conducted concluding with a minute’s silence. A fitting tribute
night meal. Spit roast lamb, chickens, and of course the compulsory
to our past heroes.
greens, a typical country feast. As usual, all good plans tend to go
astray and the hired spit malfunctioned— the motor would not turn the
spit. Undaunted by this, an idea was hatched to attach a rope to the
spindle and turn the meat by hand. Hot work but the job was done and
completed on time.
Saturday night saw the commencement of the formal Military Mess
Dinner, all members were required to wear a bow tie. Some members
were caught out by this, however being inventive aeromodellers they
improvised using rope tied in a bow. A good night was had by all.

Overall, between 60-70 people, including 45 registered pilots, attended the event, with an equal number (if not more) radio control WW1
replica aircraft, along with the unique sight of a scale model WW1
airship. South Hummocks Secretary/Treasurer, Wayne ‘Ned’ Kelly
said Dawn Patrol was a major success in bringing together aeromodellers and the public in a time of great importance and to showcase
elements of scale aeromodelling. Dawn Patrol attracted members
from 15 different clubs overall. This included Alice Springs Masters
Games event organiser John Oliver and his wife, along with Allen
Sherwood from the MARCS Flying Club in Victoria, (who flew an SS
Zero Airship).
Early Sunday morning saw another influx of “day tripper” aeromodellers and at dawn there was in excess of 40 aircraft on the flight line.
As the sun rose at 7am the first Dawn Patrol pilots took to the sky; at
times there was up to nine aircraft in the skies at the same time. Notwithstanding the pilots were facing east into the sun they continued
flying until the appointed time of 11.00 a.m.

Trophies were awarded to Best Overall.
SE5A flown by Ned Kelly (built by Terry Cosh).
Best German Aircraft. Fokker DVIII flown by Rod South
Best Allied Aircraft.
SPAD 13 flown byKevin Wright
Neil Tank

This large scale SE5a, built by Terry Cosh, was capably flown by Ned Kelly to win the ‘Best Model Overall’
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Bill Kent (left) with Russell Palmer the owner of the big Curtiss JN-

Bill Kent put on an excellent display with Russell’s “Jenny”.

Mike O’Reilly about to fly his Avro 504K assisted by Greg Leigh. The
model was originally built for Mike’s father Leo.

The big Avro put on a fine display of slow and graceful flying.

Simon Morris flew this Nieuport 28.

Simon Morris’ Nieuport 28 in flight.

Another Nieuport, this time it’s an earlier model 17 owned by Mr Young.

The Nieuport 17 in flight.
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Ray Melton’s Albatros DVa did not fly due to engine problems.

Adam Coy with his recently built Hangar 9 Sopwith “Camel”.

Adric Sommer with his Hangar 9 Fokker DVII that flew very well.

E-Flite Albatros DVa flown by Les Bennett.

A colourful “Taube” that flew well with Mathew Jamison at the controls.

Keith Calders’ excellent Fokker E.III “Eindekker”.

Neil Tank flew this Junkers CL.1 that looks to be based on the airframe of
the Bowers “Fly Baby” and consequently should be good flyer.

Young Ryan Oakley, maybe a modeller of the future, found a new use for
the wind direction indicator.
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RAAF MUSEUM
POINT COOK

November 11th 2018

The RAAF Museum Sopwith Pup replica was built by Transavia in
Sydney. Acquired by the Museum in 1989 the Pup features the markings of an AFC No. 8 (Training) Squadron Pup which operated in England during the War. Eleven aircraft were given to the AFC and in 1921
were operated at Point Cook by RAAF No. 1 Flying Training School.

The RAAF Museum Royal Aircraft Factory R.E.8 reconnaissance aircraft is a replica built in New Zealand by The Vintage Aviator Ltd. This
type of aircraft was operated by Australian Flying Corps No. 1, 3 and 7
Squadrons on the Western Front during World War One and carries
the markings of AFC No. 3 Squadron aircraft A4397.

The RAAF Museum at Point Cook acknowledged the Centenary of the WWI
Armistice on Sunday 11th of November, 2018 with an interactive ground and
flying display by Museum and visiting aircraft.
I was committed to attending the event at P&DARCS on the same day however Andrew Downey attended Point Cook and passed on these magnificent
photographs for inclusion in this issue of Australian Model News.

The RAAF Museum Harvard (NZ1075) was delivered to the RNZAF in
1943 . Registered in Australia as VH-HVD, it was acquired by the
RAAF Museum in 2017 to train pilots to fly the museum’s Commonwealth Aircraft Corporation CA-18 “Mustang”.

The Sopwith Snipe scout fighter was built and flown by former airline
pilot Nick Caudwell. This replica is fitted with a modern Continental
W670 radial engine in place of the original Bentley BR2 rotary engine.
The aircraft carries the markings of AFC No. 4 Squadron ace Elwyn
Roy King DSO, DFC.

The RAAF Museum Tiger Moth (A17-692) was built and delivered to the
RAAF in 1943. Retired in 1953 the aircraft changed hands numerous
times before being acquired by the museum in 2005.
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Sopwith Snipe

Sopwith Pup

Royal Aircraft Factory R.E.8

North American AT-6 Harvard
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SCRATCH / KIT BUILT
SCALE RALLY

at
P&DARCS

This year was the third time for this event and interest does not appear to be slackening with thirty-two pilots producing fifty-three
scratch or kit built models either flying or under construction.
Reduced from two days to a one day event for 2018 the weather was
fine and warm with the cool southerly wind bringing the two side strips
into use. The wind dropped away in the mid-afternoon allowing the
main strip to be used for the first public flight of the 1/12 scale Convair
B-36 intercontinental bomber built by Andrew Smallridge, Ivan Chiselett and Kevin Chiselett and flown very capably by David Law.

With the day of the event coinciding with the Centenary of the WWI
Armistice in 1918 a Remembrance Day ceremony was held at
11:00am in memory of those who served in WW I, WWII, and later
conflicts.
Prizes were awarded at 3:00pm and the organisers wish to thank the
following sponsors for their support —
My Tool Store, TTT Insurance, SC Models, Balsa Central, RC
World Hobbies, HT Direct, Dragon R/C, Greg Lepp, Colin
Nicholls.

Ian Waters of the Bairnsdale club received the pilot's Choice award for his 1/3 scale Boeing PT-17 ‘Stearman’.
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Alan Foley’s “Lancaster” spans 1.8m and is electric powered. Model is
built from the Tony Nijhuis plan.

A Douglas AD-4 “Skyhawk” under construction by Neil Adicott.

An English Electric “Canberra” under construction by Kevin and Ivan
Chiselett. The model is to be powered initially by two electric prop drives
and may be converted to twin electric ducted fans in the future.

A Bristol “Blenheim” Mk.1 under consruction by Andrew Smallridge.

Ivan Chiselett’s Avro “Vulcan” is to be all fibreglass construction and the
plugs for the various moulded sections were on display. The model will be
powered by two turbines.

Brian Evans’ SPAD XIII is from the 1/4 scale Balsa USA kit. The model is
2m wingspan and is powered by a Roto 35.

Tim de Haan brought his own air force comprisinga Kittyhawk, Ercoupe,
Mustang, Lancaster and Stampe. The Corby Starlet in the foreground is
owned by Brian Whellan.

Neil Adicott’s “Mustang “ has been a long construction project and is now
nearing completion. The model is covered with aluminium tape to reproduce the metal panel work on the full size aircraft
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John Gottschalk’s Fokker DVIII is 1/4 scale and was built from the Gary
Sunderland. plan.

Neil Addicott’s Grumman “Panther” on a high speed run down the strip.

An unusual scale prototype, Alan Foley’s Cierva C-30A Autogyro is modelled on the aircraft displayed at the Fantasy of Flight Museum, Florida, USA

Brian Evans’ scratch built Westland “Whirlwind” is electric powered.

Fokker DVIII, Sopwith “Camel” and Bristol M1c ready to fly.
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Naracoorte Fun Fly
That time of the year has come around when many clubs hold their
fun fly’s and we were off to Naracoorte in South Australia.

Aircraft varied from war birds and civilian scale to old timers and gliders trying to find thermals.

Rick and I set off on Friday morning, arriving mid afternoon, with the
weather forecast not looking good. However we had made the commitment to attend and attend we must.

For anyone looking for a great weekend, the friendly members put on
a great lunch both days and a Saturday night roast dinner which gives
everyone the chance to socialise.

Saturday dawned foggy and calm, the forecast had been for 15 to 20
knot winds but he day turned out be very pleasant with light winds and
the temperature in the mid 20’s. Sunday was another calm and warm
day with plenty of flying.

It is important that we support the clubs that hold events like this because if we do not then clubs will not bother to put in the work involved in holding these events. For most clubs this is a major fundraiser helping keep their fees to a reasonable level.
Pam Pimblott

Anthony Wood with his Seagull “Ugly Stick” powered by a Magnum XL91.

Darren Backler with his Kyosho “Calmato” powered by an OS 55.

Bruce Adams’ scratch built Piper Seneca II is powered with two Enya 50’s.

Duncan Cawthorne with his Hanger 9 Spitfire powered by an OS 120.
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Duncan Cawthorne with his Hanger 9 B-25 “Mitchell” powered by two OS46’s.

John Gericke and his scratch built, electric powered OV-10 “Bronco”.

Lawrence Brand with his Pilatus Porter powered by a OS 55.

Peter Stuart with his Seagull Yak powered with a DL55.

Duncan Cawthorne with his VQ Pilatus PC-9 powered by a Evolution 33.

Paul Daniels with his scratch built, electric powered “Lancer 49”.

Matt Dunstan with his E-Flite Trojan.

Matt Hosking with his Phoenix “Bulldog” powered by a SPE26 .
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AUSTRALIAN PRECISION AEROBATICS

AT GREENSBOROUGH MAC
SPORTSMAN

APA held another event at Greensborough in early November on a
warm and pleasant day. The attendance was good, covering all four
classes and the day was marred only by the loss of Bill Wheeler’s
“Leo” while flying in the Sportsman Class.

ADVANCED

Electric power now seems to be the order of the day for aerobatics
and it is a rare sight when a model turns up powered by an internal
combustion engine. With the change to electric power twin contra
rotating propellers are also becoming more frequent as the search
continues for a neutrally stable aircraft.

EXPERT

The aerobatic manoeuvres take up a lot of sky both horizontally and
vertically and electric power helps to maintain a friendly relationship
with those living in the suburban developments now adjacent to the
Greensborough field.

F3A

Mario Schembri flew his “Mythos” in Sportsman Class.

Daniel Wheeler’s “Vanquish” with his father Bill’s ill fated “Leo” in the background.
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David Creed’s “Galactik” placed second in Expert Class.

John Brann flew his “Allure” in F3A.

Peter Hill’s “Super Galaxy”.

Dennis Travassavos’ placed second in F3A with his “Ascent” biplane.

GMAC secretary, Stephen Axford, was the winner in Sportsman Class with his
“Wind S”.

Russel Edwards won F3A with his “Mythos”.

Artur Uzieblowon in the Expert Class with his “Invitation”.

Durwin Dharmaraj placed third in F3A with his “Essence”.
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VICTORIAN SCALE
CHAMPIONSHIPS
2018

This event provided the opportunity to visit the latest State Field,
the new home for the Bacchus Marsh club. For my first visit I set
the co-ordinates derived from the field’s street address into my
GPS and trustingly set off from Eltham via the Western Ring road
and the Western Highway. All went well and I turned off the highway towards Ballan as directed but when the GPS told me that I
had arrived at my destination I found myself sitting outside the
local CFA station among a small group of houses with not a model
in site.
This was obviously not right so I drove around for a short time until
I spotted a model aircraft flying in the distance. After backtracking
a little I eventually arrived at the field with the event in full swing. A
correction to the address and a few signs are a priority for future
visitors as I was not the only one to be misled.
The day turned out to be fine but the wind generators sited to the
north of the field may be sending a message regarding strength
and frequency of winds in that area.

Greg Lepp was the winner in F4H with his Bristol M1C.

Tim Dehaan placed third in Flying Only with his Ercoupe.
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Rod Mitchell travelled from Warrnambool to place second in Flying Only with his latest twin engine model, a Martin B-26 Marauder.

Tony Grieger’s 1/3 scale Piper Cub is usually occupied towing gliders at VARMS field but stands in as a scale contestant when required.

RESULTS
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HAMILTON FUN FLY and SWAP MEET

The last weekend in November saw us at the Hamilton Fun Fly &
Swap Meet. All the way down on Saturday the weather was cool and
overcast with showers. We thought this would deter many from attending but this was not the case and it was great to see so many
fliers from so many clubs — Constellation, Warracknabeal, Mt Gambier, Naracoorte, Mildura, Bendigo, Keilor, Ararat, Ballarat, Horsham,
Geelong, Warrnambool and Camperdown. Many had made the journey on Friday.
With showers on both Saturday and Sunday the swap shed was a
popular place with everyone trying to snap up a bargain. Items on
sale varied from planes, engines, radio gear, boats and most things
you could think of associated to our sport.
The inclement weather did not deter anyone from flying and the only
time there was a lack of planes in the air was when we were partaking the excellent BBQ food supplied by our hosts. Our thanks go to
the members of the Hamilton club for putting on such a great weekend and judging by the number of people we see there every year
many others are of the same opinion.

Michael Savill – 98” wingspan scratch built ,wing warping, Fokker E.III
“Eindekker” – Enya 124 FS.

Pam Pimblott

Steve Wilcox – Composite 3m wingspan “Mephisto” – Kingtek 310 turbine .

Jamie McLaren – E-flite P2 replica of Skip Stewart Racer.
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Rod Mitchell – Martin B-26 Marauder – 2 x Saito 115 FS .

Glenn Orchard – 4m wingspan Cessna Skylane – DA150.

Murray Anstis – 43 year old 1/4 scale Duncan Hutson designed Tiger Moth – OS
120 FS.

Graeme Allen – 1/4 scale Phoenix Super Cub – OS 200 FS .

Barry Angus – Black Horse P 40 – DLA 55.

Wayne Goodwin — Hangar 9 1/4 scale Piper Cub – DLE 35 .

Steve Wilkin – 86”wingspan “Mystery Ship” – JC100 twin.
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FOR SALE
RICOCHET “SPORT”
2.5m wingspan.
White gel coat fibreglass fuselage.
Balsa covered foam core wings.
Never flown, still in box.
Price: $300

Carl Goldberg SUKHOI SU26MX
1.8m wingspan.
Will suit a 120 four stroke.
Complete kit, still in box.
Price: $350

Airsail AUSTER AOP9
1.9m wingspan.
Will suit a 90 four stroke.
Complete kit, still in box.
Price: $175

CONTACT
David Anderson (03) 9803 5824
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FOR SALE

ENGINES AND TRANSMITTER
CONTACT: JOHN LAMONT
Home: 94310044, Mobile 0415384823, Email: jlamont2@bigpond.com

OS BGX‐1
A used engine in very good condi on.
$250

OS FS‐91S
A used engine in good condi on.
$150

SAITO FA‐82B
A used engine in very good condi on.
$250
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